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The impact of a money stock increase on nominal interest rates is an
important issue. The most commonly held view-also a feature of most
structural macro models-has an increase in the money stock leading, at
least in the short and medium runs, to a decline in interest rates. In these
macro models (see Brainard and Cooper 1976; Modigliani 1974), the
interest rate decline notonly stimulates investment directly but also has a
further expansionary impact on investment and consumer expenditure
through its effect on the valuation ofcapital. The decline in interest rates
is thus a critical element in the transmission mechanism of monetary
policy. In addition, the view that increases in the money stock lead to an
immediate decline in interest rates has important implications for the
Federal Reserve System's conduct of monetary'policy when a decline in
interestratesis desired. Thisview is the basisfor demandsby government
officials that the Fed not keep the rate of money growth too low and so
induce an objectionable increase in interest rates.
Milton Friedman (1968, 1969) has criticized this view on the grounds
that it ignores the dynamic effects of a money stock increase. Friedman
concedes that a so-called liquidity effect-where an excess supply of
money will create increased demand for securities, a rise in their price,
and a resulting fall in interest rates-does work in the direction of a
decline in interest rates when the money stock is increased. However,
two other effects can counter this liquidity effect. The money stock
increase will, overtime, have an expansionary effect on both real income
and the price level. This "income and price level effect" will, through the
usual arguments in the money demand function, tend to reverse the
decline in interest rates. More important for short-run effects oninterest
rates, increases in the money stock can also influence anticipations of
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inflation. Higher expected inflation as a result of money stock increases
would, through a Fisher (1930) relation, increase nominal interest rates.
This "price anticipations effect" can thus not only mitigate the decline in
interestratesstemmingfromtheliquidityeffectbutcouldalso overpower
it. That interest rates are highest in countries experiencing rapid"rates of
monetary growth is casual evidence for this proposition.
Early work on the issue of money supply increases and interest rates,
such as Cagan (1972), Gibson (1970), and Gibson and Kaufman (1968),
tended to stress the "income and price level e~ffect" more than the "price
anticipationseffect" becausetheseresearchersbelievedthatadjustments
ofinflationaryexpectationsproceededslowly. Recentworkonthetheory
ofrationalexpectationsandmarketefficiency, startingwith Muth (1961),
indicatesthatinflationaryexpectationscanadjustquiterapidly. Thus, the
"price anticipations effect" should, and does~1 receive moreweight in this
chapter when the effect of money supply increases on interest rates is
discussed.
Two lines ofempirical work bearon the issue whether increases in the
money stock lead to a decline or to a rise in interest rates. "Keynesian"
macroeconometric models impose a fair amount of structure in their
estimates of financial market and income-expenditure relationships. In
these models, increases in the money stock do lead to a substantial
decline in interest rates in the short and medium run, as, for example, in
Modigliani (1974) and the simulation results in this chapter. This evi-
dence is suspect, however, because these models ignore constraints that
should be imposed if financial markets are efficient. Financial market
efficiency cannot be ignored because evidence supporting it is quite
strong (see Fama 1970). Furthermore, recent work (Mishkin 1978) indi-
cates that a failure to impose financial markl~t efficiency on macroecon-
ometric models can yield highly misleading results.
An alternative empirical approach to this issue is to estimate reduced
form relationships where changes in interest rates are regressed on past
changes in the money stock. Evidence from this approach (Gibson and
Kaufman 1968) does not support the view that increases in the money
stock result in a fall in interestrates. Unfortunately, this evidence suffers
from a problem endemic to reduced form empirical work: it is difficult to
interpret the empirical results because tht:~ theoretical framework is
obscure. Also, the absenceofstructurewhenchangesin interestratesare
regressed on changes in the money stock leads to a large number of
parameters being estimated, and this results in statistical tests with low
power.
Neither approach discussed above distinguishes between the effects
from unanticipatedversus anticipated monetarypolicy. Yetthetheoryof
efficient capitalmarkets and rationalexpectations does makethis distinc-
tion, and this suggests an alternative approach to analyzing the rela-78 Empirical Studies
tionship of money stock increases and interest rate movements. This
chapter develops efficient-markets (or, equivalently, rational expecta-
tions) models for both long- and short-term interest rates and estimates
them using postwar quarterly data. This approach has the advantage of
imposing a theoretical structure on the problem that allows both easier
interpretation ofthe empirical results and more powerful statistical tests
of the proposition that increases in the money stock are correlated with
declines in interest rates. Moreover, a Keynesian, liquidity preference
view of interest rate determination can be embedded in the efficient-
marketsmodel and tested. Finally, as a side issue, attractive tests ofbond
market efficiency result from the approach used here.
5.2 The Model
The theory of efficient markets (or, equivalently, rational expecta-
tions) implies that interest rates in a bond market should reflect all
available information. More precisely, it implies that the market uses
available informationcorrectlyin assessing theprobabilitydistributionof
all future interestrates andbondreturns. Hencefor long bondreturns,Yt,





Yt == the one-period (from t - 1 to t) nominal return from
holding long-term bonds-it includes capital gains
plus interest payments,
't == the one-period (short-term) interest rate at time t,
<Pt-1 == information available at time t - 1,
E (. . .,<Pt- 1) == the expectation conditional on <Pt- 1,
Em(. .. '<Pt-1) == the expectation assessed by the market at t - 1.
In order to give this concept empirical content we must specify models
ofmarket equilibrium. Forthe case oflong-term bonds, we assume, as in
the previous chapter, that the market equates expected one-period hold-
ing returns across securities, allowing for risk (liquidity) premiums which
are constant over time. This model of market equilibrium implies that
(3) Em(Ytl<Pt-1) == 't-1+ d
l
,
where dl == a constant liquidity premium for long-term bonds.
A more refined model of market equilibrium allowing the risk pre-
mium to vary over time is not used for long-term bonds because, as
discussed in the previous chapter, it makes little difference to the empiri-79 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
cal tests. Combining the model ofmarketequilibrium above with market
efficiency yields the same condition as in C:hapter 4:
(4) E(Yt- 't-1 - d
ll<f>t_1) == 0
and the same efficient-markets model
(5)
where an e superscript denotes expected values on all past information
[i.e., a rational forecast is defined as X~ == E(Xtl<f>t-1)], and
X t == a variable (orvectorofvariables) relevantto thepricingofbonds,
~l == a coefficient (or vector of coefficients),
E~ == serially uncorrelated error process [because E(E~I<Pt-1) == 0].
Inthe analysis ofshort-term interest rates, we can no longer argue that
themodelofthemarketequilibrium has no effect on testsofthe efficient-
markets model. In this case, the model of the risk premium used here
does contribute significantly to the explanation of the dependent vari-
able. We assume, as in Fama (1976b), thatthe one-period-aheadforward
rate equals the one-period-ahead expected short rate, plus a risk pre-






t-iF; == forward rate for the one-period rate at time t implied by the
yield curve at t - 1,
dJ == risk (liquidity) premium for t-1~"
ITt == measure of uncertainty in short rate movements.
Combining this model of market equilibrium with the rationality or
market efficiency condition of (2) yields
(8)
and the corresponding efficient-markets model
(9)
where the s superscript is used to differentiate the ~ and E from their
counterparts in the long-term bond model.
The research question posed in the first section ofthis chaptersuggests
that money growth is an interesting piece ofinformation relevant to the
pricing of bonds and interest rates. Substituting for X t leads to the
following efficient-markets models:80 Empirical Studies
(10) Yt= 't-1+ d
l+ ~~(MGt- MG~) + ef,
(11) 't= t-1F;- ao- a10"t+ ~Sm(MGt- MG~) + e:,
where MGt = the money growth rate at time t.
Asis found in the foreign exchange market (see Mussa 1979), spot and
forward rates move together, so that changes in short-term interest rates
are predominantly unanticipated. Because the long rate is closely linked
to the price of a long bond, over periods as short as a quarter the
correlationofchanges in long rateswith unanticipated bondreturns, Yt -
't-1 - d, is very negative: -.96in thesample periodused in thefollowing
empirical work. Changes in long interest rates will thus also be predomi-
nantlyunanticipated. Wecanseehow theefficient-marketsmodels above
differ from earlier analysis: they stress that only unanticipated move-
ments in money growth can have an effect on unanticipated movements
in interest rates. Since changes in interest rates are predominantly unan-
ticipated, these efficient-markets models emphasize the effects of unan-
ticipated money growth movements on changes in interest rates. In
contrast, the earlier work does not distinguish between the effects of
anticipated and unanticipated money growth.
If unanticipated increases in money growth are associated with a
decline in long rates (as might be expected from "Keynesian" macro-
econometric models), the coefficient on unanticipated money growth
should be significantly positive in the long bond equation above because
Yt - 't-1 and the change in long rates are negatively correlated: that is,
~~>O. If unanticipated increases in money growth are associated with a
decline in shortrates, thenthecoefficientonunanticipatedmoney growth
in the short-rateequationshould be significantly negative, thatis, ~~<O.
An important caveat is in order. As noted in Chapter 2, the efficient-
markets model does not guarantee that Xt - X~ is exogenous so that the
estimates of ~ are consIstent. Another way to make this point is to
acknowledge that the efficient-markets model does not indicate whether
a significant ~ coefficient implies causation from its unanticipated vari-
able to bond prices and interest rates. As far as market efficiency is
concerned, causation could just as well run in the other direction, or it
could be nonexistent, as in the case where new information simulta-
neously affects bothinterestrates and the right-hand-sidevariable. Thus,
we must be careful in interpreting empirical results on the ~'s, not to
ascribe causation to the results without further identifying information.
The same caveat applies especially when we analyze the estimated ~m
coefficient. If the money supply process is seen as exogenous, the inter-
pretation of the estimated ~m's is straightforward. The finding of a
significant positive ~~ and negative ~~ will then provide evidence sup-
porting the "Keynesian" position that increased money growth leads, at
least in the short run, to declines ininterestrates; and a failure to find this81 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
result will cast doubt on this view. If the money supply process is not
exogenous, however-the position taken by many critics of monetarist
analysis-then the estimated ~m coefficients may suffer from simul-
taneous equation bias and give a misleading impression about how in-
creases in the money supply affect interest rates. Because this chapter
provides no evidence onthe exogeneity ofthe money supply process, the
~m estimates must be viewed as providing information only on the cor-
relations of unanticipated money growth and the movements in interest
rates. Interpretation of these correlations is deferred to the concluding
remarks at the end of the chapter.
The liquidity preference approach to the demand for money (see
Goldfeld 1973; and Laidler 1977) indicates that interest rates are related
notonly tomoneygrowth but also to movenlentsin real income, the price
level, and inflation. Adding this information to the X vector of the
efficient-markets models, noting that unanticipated inflation is equiva-
lent to the unanticipated price level, leads to the following:
(12) Yt= 't-1+ d
l + ~~(MGt-1VlG~) + ~~(YGt- YG~)
+ ~~(11't- 11'~) + e:
(13)
where
't=t-1F;- ao- a1(Tt+ ~Sm(lMGt- MG~)
+ ~~(YGt- YG~) + ~~rr(11't- 11'~) + e:
YGt = growth rate of real income,
11' = inflation rate,
~m, ~Y' ~7l" = coefficients.
These equations are really efficient-markets analogs to the typical money
demand relationship found in the literature. In addition, they capture
elements of interest rate models of the Feldstein and Eckstein (1970)
variety.
The magnitude and sign of the ~ coefficients in equations (10)-(13)
depend on the time-series processes of the money supply, real income,
and price level, even when the sign and magnitude of these coefficients
are assumed to reflect an underlying structural theory such as liquidity
preference. Ifthe time-series processes ofreal income and the price level
are such that an unanticipated rise in these variables is not followed by
more than a compensating decline in these variables, then a liquidity
preference view implies that the coefficients of unanticipated income
growth and inflation should be negative in the long bond equation(12)-
thatis, ~~ < 0, ~~ < O-andpositivein theshort-rateequation(13)-that
is, J3~ > 0, J3~ > O. In this case, an unanticipated increase in income
growth should lead to higher interest rates:. currently and in the future.
The negative effect of an unanticipated increase in inflation on bond82 Empirical Studies
returns follows from the resulting reduction in real money balances,
which also leads to rising interest rates. Theunanticipatedinflation effect
should be further strengthened if, as in the Cagan (1956) adaptive ex-
pectations model, expected inflation rises when actual inflation is above
its expected value. In this case, an unanticipated rise in inflation pro-
motes a rise in nominal interest rates either through a Fisher (1930)
relation or because expected inflation is a separate argument in the
money demand function, as in Friedman (1956).
Note also that the more persistent the time-series process of inflation
and income growth-that is, the more an unanticipated increase in these
variables leads to further increases-the more powerful the unantici-
pated income and inflation effects on interest rates indicated by the
theoretical structure discussed above. Clearly, the importance of the
"incomeandpricelevel" and"priceanticipations" effects also dependon
the time-series process of money growth. Thus the ~m coefficients also
will notbeinvarianttochangesin themoneygrowth, time-series process.
Wenow turnto the actualestimationoftheefficient-marketsmodelsof
equations (10)-(13), with the warning that some caution must be exer-
cisedwhen interpretingresultsfrom estimatesoftheseequations because
the direction of causation cannot be established in this framework.
5.3 Empirical Results
5.3.1 The Data
Postwar quarterly data is used in the empirical work below. The long
bondmodels areestimatedoverthe sample period 1954-1976. However,
six-month Treasury Bills were not issued before 1959, and since the
six-month bill rate is neededto calculate theforward rate in the shortrate
models, these models are estimatedoverthe 1959-1976period. The data
sources and definitions of variables used in these estimations are as
follows:
Yt = quarterly return from holding a long-term government bond
from the beginning to the end of the quarter,
rt = the ninety-day Treasury Bill rate, the last trading day of the
quarter in fractions at an annual rate in the short rate equa-
tions, butrt-1 is ata quarterlyratein thelong bondequations,
4[1 - (360 - 180 rSiXt-1)],
(360 - 90'i-1)
where
rsixt = the six-month (180 days) bill rate at the end of quarter-in
fractions at an annual rate,83 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
M1Gt = growth rate of M1 (quarterly rate) = the first differenced
series ofthe log ofthe average level ofM1 in the last month of
the quarter,
M2G = growth rate of M2 (quarterly rate) = the first differenced
series ofthe log ofthe average level ofM2 in the last monthof
the quarter,
lPG t = growth rate of industrial production (quarterly rate) = the
first differenced seriesofthe log ofindustrial productionin the
last month of the quarter,
'iTt = the CPI inflation rate (quarterly rate) = the first differenced
series of the log of CPI in the last month of the quarter.
Unless otherwise noted, all these variables have been constructed from
seasonally adjusted data except for rt, t-IF;, and Yt, which do not require
seasonal adjustments. The bond return series was obtained from the
Center for Research in Security Prices (C:RSP) at the University of
Chicago and is described in Fisher and Lorie (1977) and Mishkin (1978).
The Treasury Bill data was supplied by the Federal Reserve Board. The
lPG, and 'iT, variables were constructed froln data in the Department of
Commerce's Business Statistics and Survey ofCurrent Business. The M1
and M2 data were obtained from the Board ofGovernors ofthe Federal
Reserve, BankingandMonetary Statistics, andthe Federal Reserve Bulle-
tin. All other variables used to specify the forecasting equations were
obtained from the NBER data bank.
As shown in Chapter 4, using averaged data in efficient-markets or
rational expectations models can give misleading results. The data for
bond returns and interest rates here are thus derived from security prices
at particular points in time. For the same reason, the derivation of the
othervariables here uses dataas close to being endofquarteras possible.
Industrial Production is thus made a proxy for real income in estimating
the models ratherthan the more broadly based national income accounts
measure. Similarly, the CPI has been used to calculate the inflation
variable rather than the GNP deflator. Endpoint data (or close to end-
point) help unearth significant relationships between bond returns and
unanticipated variables. Some experiments \vith quarterly averaged data
led to worse fits for efficient-markets models, fewer significant coef-
ficients, and no appreciable differences as to the statistical significance of
the ~m coefficients.
5.3.2 The Estimation Procedure
To estimate the short and long rate models of equations (10)-(13),
measuresofanticipated moneygrowth, industrial production growth and
inflation are needed. Here, these anticipations are assumed to be rational
forecasts obtained from linear forecasting equations. The model esti-
mates are produced by estimatingeachshortorlong rate equation jointly84 Empirical Studies
with the forecasting equations, and imposing the cross-equation restric-
tions implied by rationality of expectations. See Chapter 2 for details of
this procedure.
In Chapter2we saw that economic theory may not be a useful tool for
deciding on the specification ofthe forecasting equations. Thus atheore-
tical statisticalproceduresare used here. Ifindeedeconomictheoryis not
particularly useful in evaluating the forecasting equations, it is all the
more important to check for the robustness of results to changes in the
specification of these equations. Therefore, two procedures for specify-
ing the forecasting equations are used in the text, and results with several
additional specifications are discussed in Appendix 5.2.
Thesimplestforecasting equations are univariate time-series modelsof
the autoregressive type. Fourth-order autoregressions are usually suc-
cessful in reducing residuals in quarterly data to white noise and are thus
used here. Ordinary least-squares estimates for the MIG, M2G, lPG,
and 11" equations for both sample periods used in estimation can be found
in Appendix 5.1. There is a fair amount ofpersistence in the time-series
modelsfor moneygrowth andinflation, indicatingthat "income a~dprice
level" and "price anticipation" effects of the sort that Friedman (1968,
1969) discusses are potentially important. Although less persistence is
evident in the time-series process ofindustrial production growth, it has
the characteristic that a positive innovation does lead to a permanently
higher level ofindustrial production (although not in the rate ofgrowth).
Thus, as discussed in the preceding section, the unanticipated inflation
and lPG coefficients may be expected to be negative in the long-rate
bond equations and positive in the short-rate equations.
The univariate time-series models suffer from the problem ofunstable
coefficients. Chow (1960) tests reported in Appendix 5.1, where the
sample period has been split into equal lengths, reject in five outofeight
equationsthe hypothesisthatthe coefficients ofthe univariate models are
equalin thetwo subperiods. Multivariateforecasting equationsthus have
beenspecified by the procedure outlinedin Chapter2which makesuse of
Granger's (1969) concept of predictive content. Each of the four vari-
ables-MIG, M2G, lPG, and 11"-was regressed on its own four lagged
values as well as onfour lagged values ofeach ofthe otherthree variables
and four lagged values ofeach ofthe following variables: the unemploy-
ment rate; the ninety-day Treasury Bill rate; the balance ofpayments on
current account; the growth rate ofreal federal government expenditure,
the high employment budget surplus; and the growth rate of federal
government, interest bearing debt, in the hands of the public. (These
other variables were selected because a reading of the literature on
Federal Reserve reaction functions-see Fair 1978 and the references
therein-indicatedthattheymight helpexplain money growth.) Thefour
lagged values ofeach variable were retained in the equation only if they
were jointly significant at the 5 percent level or higher.85 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
The resulting multivariate time-series models for both sample periods
can be found in Appendix 5.1 along with F statistics of the joint signifi-
cance test for whether the four lagged values ofeach variable should be
includedin the regression model. Notonly do these models have a better
fit than the corresponding univariate models, but Chow tests reported in
Appendix 5.1 now reject stability of the coefficients in only one out of
eight cases.
Before we turn to the empirical results, the measure of short-rate
uncertainty, O"t, used here requires some discussion. Fama (1976b) calcu-
lates O"t as the average ofthe absolute value ofthe changes in the spot rate
during the year before t and during the year following t. Because the risk
(liquidity) premium must besetconditional on available information-in
this case that known at t-1-allowing O"t to be calculated from informa-
tion not available at t-1 could be problematic. An alternative, though
similar, measure of O"t is used in this study. l'he difference between the
forward rate and the spot rate, that is, 't - t-lF;, was regressed on mea-
suresofO"t, calculatedas the average absolute changeofthe bill rateovera
number of previous quarters, where the number of quarters was varied.
The best fit was obtained with O"t calculated from eight previous quarters
of changes in the bill rate. The results are as follows:
(14) 1(-t-lF;= - .0001 - 1.0961 O"t+ Et
(.0017) (.2937)
R




~ I't-i- 't-i-l 1
i= 1
8
Asin Fama (1976b), increaseduncertainty in short-rate movements does
leadto anincreasedrisk premium, andthis effectis statisticallysignificant
at the 1percent level. In addition, the O"t measure used here outperforms
the Fama measure that is constructed from information unavailable at
t-1. The above O"t measure is used in the empirical tests that follow. Its
specification is not a critical issue to the outcomes however: if we use a
Fama measure of O"t or exclude O"t from the model altogether, the results
do not alter appreciably.
5.3.3 The Results
There is no strong theoretical reason to estimate the long bond or
short-rate model with one monetary aggregat1e versus another. Unantici-
patedgrowth ratesofbothMl andM2 are therefore used and resultswith
additional monetary aggregates are explored in Appendix 5.2. The re-
sulting estimates of the models appear in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Panel A of86 Empirical Studies
Table 5.1 Nonlinear Estimates of the Long Bond Model
Using Seasonally Adjusted Data
Coefficients of
Model M1 G - M1 Ge M2G-M2Ge /PG-/PGe
Constant
Term
Panel A: Using Univariate Forecasting Models
1.1 .0482 -.0014
(.5961) (.0032)
1.2 .0501 - .4242** -1.8482* -.0029
(.5517) (.1260) (.8028) (.0032)
1.3 .9174 -.0013
(.5459) (.0032)
1.4 .7174 -.4077** -1.7691* -.0027
(.5063) (.1243) (.7880) (.0031)
Panel B: Using Multivariate Forecasting Models
1.5 - .2621 -.0014
(.7429) (.0032)
1.6 .4108 - .5039** -1.7529 -.0020
(.7164) (.1568) (.9552) (.0032)
1.7 .9199 -.0014
(.6738) (.0032)
1.8 1.0950 -.4987** -1.8206 -.0020
(.6283) (.1492) (.9353) (.0032)
Note: Asymptotic standard errors of coefficients in parentheses.
* = Significant at the 5 percent level.
** = Significant at the 1 percent level.
these tables containsestimateswhich makeuse ofthe univariateforecast-
ing equations, while panel B's estimates use the multivariate forecasting
models of the form found in Appendix 5.1. The estimates of the ~
coefficients are not presented here because they are not particularly
interesting.
Anissue basictotheseresults is whethertheefficient-markets (rational
expectations) model used here is valid. Previous evidence on the effi-
ciency ofthe bond market indicates that efficient-markets models ofthe
type used here are a reasonable characterization ofbond market behav-
ior. Table 5.3 contains likelihood ratio tests, described in Chapter 2, of
the nonlinear constraints implied by both market efficiency (rational
expectations) and the model ofmarket equilibrium. The test statistics do
not reject the constraintsfor any ofthelong bondmodelsin table5.1: the
marginal significance level of the statistics are never lower than .05.
These results then also provide additional evidence for the effi-
cient-markets model of long bond behavior.87 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
Table 5.2 Nonlinear Estimates of the Short Rate Model
Using Seasonally Adjusted Data
Coefficients of
Constant
Model M1G-M1Ge M2G-M2Ge /PG-/PGe
TI -1Te Term IT
Panel A: Using Univariate Forecasting Models
2.1 .2788* .0006 -1.2266**
(.1088) (.0015) (.2714)
2.2 .2774** .0352 .6211** .0002 -1.1514**
(.1075) (.0275) (.1989) (.0014) (.2618)
2.3 .1616 .0006 -1.2563**
(.1085) (.0015) (.2851)
2.4 .1904 .0399 .6545** .0002 -1.1571**
(.1053) (.0278) (.2058) (.0015) (.2686)
Panel B: Using Multivariate Forecasting Models
2.5 .1677 .0006 -1.2761**
(.1283) (.0015) (.2863)
2.6 .2512 - .0455 .5199 .0004 -1.2109**
(.1381) (.0493) (.3272) (.0016) (.3015)
2.7 .2562 .0001 -1.1807**
(.1341) (.0016) (.2917)
2.8 .3039* -.0770 .6501* -.0004 -1.0779**
(.1409) (.0471) (.3314) (.0016) (.3069)
Note: See table 5.1.
The table 5.3 results for the short-rate nl0dels, however, reject the
nonlinear constraints at the 5 percent level in six out ofeight cases. How
should we interpret these rejections? They can result from either the
failure of rationality (market efficiency) or of the model of market
equilibrium. Both models of market equilibrium used in the long bond
and short-rate models are crude: neither risk premium is derived from
utility maximizing behavior. A theoretically more justifiable risk pre-
mium would, for example, exploit the covariance of bill or bond returns
with returns on alternative assets. Yet, as the regression results in equa-
tion (14) indicate, the model of market equilibrium is a significant ele-
ment in explaining the movements of the dependent variable in the
short-rate equation. In this situation~ unlike that for the long-rate equa-
tionwhere the modelofmarketequilibrium appearsto be unimportantin
explaining the dependent variable, its misspecification can lead to rejec-
tions of the nonlinear constraints. Thus, rejections of the nonlinear
constraints occurring in the short-rate models, but not in the long bond
models, can be attributed plausibly to misspecification in the model of
market equilibrium.88 Empirical Studies




































































Note: Marginal significance level is the probability of getting that value of the likelihood
ratio statistic or higher under the null hypothesis.
*Significant at the 5 percent level.
**Significant at the 1 percent level.
A suitable transformation of the unconstrained system outlined in
Chapter 2 yields additional evidenceon the potential misspecification of
the model ofmarket equilibrium. The unconstrained system where the 'Y
are not equal in the forecasting and short-rate equations can be rewritten
as
(15)
't =t-lF;- ao- cral- Zt-l(l + (Xt- Zt_l'Y)~s+ Et,
where the 'Y's are constrained to be equal in the two equations. There-
fore, the nonlinearconstraintstestedin this paperare equivalentto(l = 0
in the above system. It is now easy to see the following point: if the risk
premium is related to the variables in Z, yet they have been excluded
from the model ofthe risk premium, then this may explain the rejections
of the nonlinear constraints. To make this conjecture plausible, we
should expect that a model of the risk premium which is related to Z
would have reasonable characteristics. The Fama-type model, for exam-
ple, does generate plausible values. The resulting risk premiums (at
annual rates) have a meanof57 basis points (1/100 ofa percentage point)
and a standard deviation of 30 basis points. They also move smoothly:
their autocorrelations for lags of one through four are respectively .96,
.91, .85, and .78. In the model which leads to the strongest rejection of89 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
the nonlinear constraints, model 2.7, we could attribute this rejection to
the fact that a more appropriate specification ofthe risk premium is d: =
a o + al(Tt + Zt-l<X, where Zt-l contains the four lagged values ofmoney
growth (M2G) and Treasury Bill rates (r). This latter specification leads
to values for the risk premium that are some'what more variable and less
smooth than the equation (14) specification, but not appreciably so. The
risk premium from this expanded specification has a mean of 57 basis
points, a standard deviation of 46 basis points, and four lagged autocor-
relations of .75, .56, .49, and .29.
Viewing the rejections with the benefit of the system (15) also has the
advantage ofproviding us with potentially interesting information on the
risk premium. The results indicate that the premium could be related to
money growth and interest rates as well as the variability measure (T.
However, theygive no indicationthattheliquiditypremiumis in addition
related to the othervariables in table 5.A.2ofAppendix 5.1. The results
here thus point out a direction for future research on the risk premium.
Following Nelson (1972), I also conducted rnore direct experiments on
the relation of the risk premium to lagged interest rates and unemploy-
ment with negative results. Experiments with lagged values ofr- F also
did not add explanatory power to the model of the risk premium.
If a misspecified model of the risk prernium is the source of the
rejections of the nonlinear constraints, the efficient markets-rational
expectations model used here is fortunately still a valid framework for
analyzing the relationshipofmoneygrowth andshortrates. With rational
expectations, the unanticipated X t - X~ variable will be uncorrelated
with any past information, among which can be included the determi-
nants of the risk premium which is set at {-I. Therefore, if some
determinants of this risk premium have been excluded from the market
equilibrium model, they will be orthogonal to X t - X~. The exclusion of
these variables, and the resulting rejection of the nonlinear constraints,
will not lead to inconsistent estimates ofthe ~3 coefficients. Since it is not
necessary to derive a bettermodel ofthe risk premiumto achieve reliable
estimates ofthe ~'s, this tricky research issue, which is beyond the scope
of this study, is left to future research.
The unanticipated MlG coefficients in table 5.1 do not lend support to
the view that an unanticipated increase in nnoney growth is correlated
with a fall in long bond rates. In panel j\, although both of these
coefficients have a positive sign, they are not significantly different from
zero at the 5 percent level: asymptotic t statistics are less than .1. In
addition these coefficients are quite small. The ~ coefficients here denote
the percentage point change in the bond return from a 1 percent errorin
anticipations, and in our 1954-1976 sample period, a one percentage
point rise in the quarterlybond return corresponds approximately to a 1090 Empirical Studies
basis point (1/100 of a percentage point) fall in the long bond rate. Thus,
theMIGcoefficients in panelA indicate thata 1percentsurpriseincrease
in M1 is associatedwith onlya .5 basispointdeclinein thelongbondrate.
ThepanelB estimatesoftheMIGcoefficients indicate thatthe conclu-
sion on the relationship oflong rates and money growth is not altered by
using multivariate versus univariate forecasting models in estimation.
Again, neither of the unanticipated MIG coefficients are significantly
different from zero at 5 percent, and they continue to be small, with the
largest of the coefficients indicating that a 1 percent surprise increase in
M1 leads to only a 4.1 basis point decline in the long bond rate. Fur-
thermore, one of the unanticipated MIG coefficients is now negative.
The coefficients on unanticipated M2 growth in table 5.1 are more
positive than the unanticipated MIG coefficients, they nevertheless do
not lend strong support to the view that unanticipated money growth
shouldbenegativelycorrelatedwiththechangein long rates. Theydo not
differ significantly from zero at the 5 percent level (although in 1.3 the
unanticipated M2G coefficient is significantly different from zero at the
10 percentlevel). Also note that the M2 results in panel A andin panel B
areso similarthatit is again clearthatthe results onunanticipated money
growth are not particularly sensitive to specifications of the money
growth forecasting model.
Howdifferentarethese findings from thosethatmight beinferredfrom
"Keynesian," structural macroeconometric models? Using a simulation
technique discussed in Mishkin (1979) we can examine the response of a
macromodel to a 1 percent surprise increase in MI. Equation 1.1 was
used to trace out the effect on M1 growth from a 1 percent innovation.
The resulting M1 numbers were then used in a simulation experiment
with the MPS (MIT-Penn-SSRC 1977) Quarterly Econometric Model in
orderto derive theresponse ofthis modelto the 1percent M1 innovation
occurring in the 1967:1 quarter. The MPS model indicates that this 1
percentMl innovation would lead to an immediate decline of 18.1 basis
points in the long rate. Not only is this long-rate decline several times
larger than the maximum 4.1 basis point decline implied by the empirical
evidencein table5.1, butalso it is significantlylargeratthe5percentlevel
for three of the four estimates in table 5.1 (and is almost significantly
larger for the remaining estimate). Clearly, the coefficients on unantici-
pated M1 growth are quite low relative to what might be expected from a
structural macroeconometric model.
The unanticipated inflation and industrial production coefficients in
table 5.1 conform to our priors. In both the M1 and M2 efficient-market
models, these coefficients are negative andare eithersignificant ornearly
significant at the 5 percent level. The results on the coefficients of unan-
ticipatedindustrialproductiongrowthareespeciallystrong,withboththe
panel A and panel B estimates significantly different from zero at the 191 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
percent level. Although the unanticipated inflation coefficients are very
similar in both panels, their asymptotic standard errors rise somewhat
from panel A to panel B. They are thus not quite significant at the 5
percentlevel in panelB,while theyare significant at this level in panelA.
The similarity between the money growth as well as other coefficient
estimatesin panelA andpanelB is encouraging,for it gives us confidence
that these results are robust to changes in the models describing expecta-
tions. Furthermodelestimatesdescribedin P\.ppendix 5.2with additional
specifications for the forecasting equationsyield similar results. This is an
important finding. Poor specification of expectations formation appears
to be a majorconcern in this line ofresearch because it leads to errors-in-
variables bias in the coefficient estimates. The important question is,
How severe would this bias be? Denoting the measured X t - X~ by an m
superscript and the true X t - X~ with a T superscript, we can write
(16) (Xt - x~)m= (Xt- X~)T+ Vt,
where Vt is the measurement error. If such variables as money growth,
industrial production growth, and inflation are hard to forecast-which
seems likely-then the variance ofthe true .A~t - X~ forecast errorwill be
substantial. If the incremental predictive power of other information
besides the past history of the forecasted variable is not large, then the
variance ofthe measurementerrorin expectations used herewill besmall
in relation to the variance of the true forecast error: that is, Var [eXt -
X~)T]»Var(Vt). If this occurs, the errors--in-variables bias would be
negligible and should not be an important problem in this research.
The similarity ofthe modelestimatesdespite substantialchangesin the
specifications for the forecasting equations is found not only in this
chapter, but also in the chapters preceding and following. This provides
strongsupportfor theview thatunanticipatedincreases in money growth
are associatedwith interestrate declines. Moreover, thesmallerstandard
errors found for the coefficients estimated using univariate rather than
multivariateforecasting equationsprovidessomesupportfor theposition
taken by Feige and Pearce (1976), that forecasts from univariate time-
series models may be "economically rational" expectations.
1
The results for the short-rate model in Table 5.2 are even more damag-
ing to the view that associates a decline in interest rates with an unantici-
pated money growth increase.
2 All the coefficients on both unanticipated
Ml and M2 growth are positive in table 5.5, and in three cases the
coefficients are statistically significant. They indicate that a 1 percent
1. Note that Sims (1977) has raised some questions about the statistical techniques used
by Feige and Pearce (1976), and this does cast some doubt on their evidence.
2. Urich and Wachtel (1981) obtainsimilar results using weekly data. Thus, reduction of
the unit of observation in the analysis is likely to leave the findings here intact.92 Empirical Studies
Table 5.4 Nonlinear Estimates of the Long Bond Model
Using Seasonally Unadjusted Data
Coefficients of
Constant
Model M1G-M1Ge M2G-M2Ge IPG-IPGe
1T - 1Te Term
Panel A: Using Univariate Forecasting Models
4.1 - .7339* -.0017
(.3631) (.0031)
4.2 - .5879 -.2028* - 2.5145** -.0026
(.3631) (.0857) (.6912) (.0032)
4.3 .0001 -.0014
(.3610) (.0032)
4.4 .1426 -.2420** - 2.4438** -.0024
(.3330) (.0838) (.7111) (.0032)
Panel B: Using Multivariate Forecasting Models
4.5 -1.2781** -.0014
(.4504) (.0032)
4.6 - .8078 -.4105** -2.4472** -.0020
(.4339) (.1371) (.8089) (.0032)
4.7 - .1404 -.0014
(.4821) (.0032)
4.8 .1534 - .4741** -2.6226** -.0020
(.4391) (.1396) (.8237) (.0033)
Note: See table 5.1.
surprise increase in M1 or M2 is associated with a 16--30 basis point
unanticipated increase in the bill rate. The simulation experiment with
the MPS model that is described above indicates that a 1 percent M1
surprise leads to an immediate decline of 88 basis points in the bill rate.
This finding contrasts strongly with the finding here that even the least
positive M1 coefficient is morethaneightofits standarderrorsaway from
this figure.
The results on the unanticipated inflation coefficients are similar to
those in the long bondmodel. These coefficients arepositive, as might be
expected, and are significantly different from zero in three out of four
cases. The results on the unanticipated industrial production growth
coefficients are not quite as strong as in the earlier table. They are never
statistically significant, and in panel B they even have the wrong sign.
The efficient markets-rational expectations model does not specify
whether the X - xe variables shouldbedescribed by seasonally adjusted
or seasonally unadjusted data. This empirical issue cannot be settled
easily on theoretical grounds because it is not clear whether market
participants concentrate on seasonally adjusted versus unadjusted in-93 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
Table 5.5 Nonlinear Estimates of the Short Rate Model






e 'Tt' - 'Tt'e Term IT
Panel A: Using Univariate Forecasting Models
5.1 .3029** .0003 -1.1255**
(.0652) (.0014) (.2530)
5.2 .2458** .0274 .4687** .0001 -1.1267**
(.0671) (.0171) (.1716) (.0014) (.2464)
5.3 .1926* .0003 -1.1468**
(.0644) (.0015) (.2765)
5.4 .1967** .0440* .5459** .0001 -1.1260**
(.0624) (.0176) (.1746) (.0014) (.2526)
Panel B: Using Multivariate Forecasting Models
5.5 .3431** .0007 -1.2403**
(.0831) (.0015) (.2639)
5.6 .2484** .0386 .5079 .0004 -1.2037**
(.0956) (.0376) (.2623) (.0016) (.2861)
5.7 .3285** -.0007 - .9891**
(.0918) (.0015) (.2841)
5.8 .2011* .0400 .5788* - .0003 -1.0791**
(.0986) (.0374) (.2674) (.0016) (.3021)
Note: See table 5.1.
formation. For this reason, the table 5.1 and table 5.2 models have also
beenestimatedwithseasonallyunadjusteddatafor theX's. The resulting
estimates and test statistics appear in tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 and were
obtained by the same procedures as the previous estimates with season-
ally adjusted data.
A comparison of tables 5.4-5.6 with tables 5.1-5.3 indicates that the
choice of adjusted or unadjusted data is not a critical factor in this
research. The likelihood ratio tests of the nonlinear constraints yield
similar conclusions. In addition the coefficient estimates are similar,
although their standard errors tend to be sITlaller in the seasonally unad-
justed results. In the short-rate models, all the industrial production
growth coefficients now have the "correct" positive sign.
Theseasonallyunadjusted data are evenless favorable to theview that
increased money growth is associated with a decline in interest rates.
Now all theM1 coefficientsin thelong bond:model arenegative, implying
a positive correlation of movements in money growth and long interest
rates, and two ofthese coefficients are significantly different from zero at
the5percentlevel. Inaddition, the M2coefficientsin thelong-rate model94 Empirical Studies





































































are less positive. For the short-rate models, all the money growth coef-
ficients in table5.4arepositive andarenowstatisticallysignificant atthe5
percent level, with six out of eight significant at the 1 percent level. The
seasonally unadjusted data, then, lend support to the contrary view that
unanticipated movements in money growth and interest rates are posi-
tively correlated.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
A wide range of empirical tests of the relationship between money
growth and interest rates have been conducted in this chapter and in
Appendix 5.2. A guiding principle ofthis research has been to use many
different empirical tests ofthe model in order to provide information on
the robustness of the results. In pursuit of this goal, model estimations
have been varied along the following dimensions: (1) the choice of the
monetary aggregate, (2) the choice ofthe relevant variables to include in
the X vector, (3) the use ofseasonally adjusted versus seasonally unad-
justed data, (4) the specification of the forecasting models used to de-
scribe expectations formation, and (5) the sample period. The large
numberofestimates provide informationonthesensitivity andreliability
of the results reported here.
The results point to the following conclusions. There is no empirical
support for the view that an unanticipated increase in the money stock is
associatedwith a decline in interestrates. However, therearetwo aspects95 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
of the research methodology used here which raise questions about the
general validity of this conclusion.
As we have seen, the ~ coefficients in the efficient markets-rational
expectations models are not invariant to changes in the time-series pro-
cessesofthemoneygrowth, income growth, andinflationvariables. Thus
the conclusions from the estimatesin this chapterprovideinformationon
the relationship between money growth and interest rates only for the
postwar sample period. However, realize that many structural macro-
econometric models displaying a negative relationship between money
growth and interest rates have been estinlated using sample periods
which overlap those used here. The results reported in this chapter are
certainly of interest in evaluating these models.
A further difficulty with the present research methodology is that
misspecification of the forecasting equations describing expectations
formation can invalidate the results on the relationship between money
growth and interest rates. Specifically, misspecification of expectations
formation can lead to inconsistent and biased ~ coefficients. However,
the robustness of results to different specifications of the time-series
models describing expectations provides evidence that the misspecifica-
tion problem is probably not very severe.
How should we interpret the conclusion reached above? If we are
willing to accept exogeneity ofthe money supply process in the postwar
period and the efficient-markets models as true reduced forms, the
interpretation is clear-cut. The evidence here would then cast doubt on
the commonly held view that an unanticipated increase in the money
stockwill leadto a decline ininterestrates. N·ot onlydoesthis suggest that
the Federal Reserve cannot lower interest rates by increasing the rate of
money growth, but it also requires some rnlodification of the monetary
transmission mechanism embodiedin structural macroeconometricmod-
els. Itis plausible thatan unanticipatedincrease in moneygrowth will not
induce a decline in interestratesbecauseitleads to an immediateupward
revision in expectedinflation. Thus, there is still a potentialeffect onreal
interest rates from unanticipated money growth, and the evidence in no
way denies that there are potent effects of money supply increases on
aggregate demand.
Aswas mentionedin Section 5.2, ifunanticipated money growth is not
exogeneous, then the ~m coefficient estimates are inconsistent and can
lead to misleading inference. Particularly disturbing in this regard is the
case where the Federal Reservesmoothsinterest rates so thatan unantic-
ipated increase is interest rates causes the Ft~deralReserve to react by an
unanticipated increase in money growth. 'The resulting correlation of
MGt - MG~ with theE t error terms (negativt~with E: and positive with E:1.
tends to bias the results toward a positive association of money growth
and interest rates. Thus, we cannot rule out the view in structural mac-96 Empirical Studies
roeconometric models that anexogenousincrease in moneygrowthleads
to a decline in interest rates, despite the empirical results ofthis chapter.
Note, however, the nature ofmoney growth endogeneity required for
this reservation to hold. Ifmoney growth is endogenous in the sense that
the Federal Reserve modifies money growth within a quarter only in
response to past public information available at the start ofthe quarter,
MGt - MG~ will not be correlated with e: or e:. Hence the existence of
Granger (1969) "causality" running from interest rates to money growth
does not imply that the estimates of ~m will be inconsistent. "Causality"
tests of the Sims (1972) variety, therefore, cannot shed light on the
consistency ofthe ~m estimates. Ifwe are not to reject the common view
thatincreasesin moneygrowthleadto interest rate declines, researchofa
fairly subtle sort is needed to demonstrate that unanticipated money
growth is negatively correlated with e: and positively correlated with e:.
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Note: Tests that the coefficients are equal in the two halves of the sample period.
*Significant at the 5 percent level.
**Significant at the 1 percent level.
Appendix 5.2: Additional Experiments Using the Two-Step Procedure
Because the two-step procedure used by Barro (1977) yields consistent
parameter estimates and is far easier to execute than the joint nonlinear
procedure used in the text, it is used in tables 5.A.5 and5.A.6to provide
additional estimates of the long bond and short-rate models.
The two-step procedure here does not correct for heteroscedasticity
within each long bond and short-rate equation even though Goldfeld-
Quandt(1965) testsfrequently reveal thatitexists. Thissimplifies estima-
tion and does not affect the consistency of the parameter estimates.
However, this two-step procedure may yield incorrect standard errors
and test statistics. Thus although tables 5.A.5 and 5.A.6 provide useful
information, some caution about statistical inference is warranted.
The first four models of panels A and B in both tables reestimate the
models in the text by the two-step procedure. As we might expect, the
parameter estimates are similar to those generated by the nonlinear
procedures of the text and yield similar conclusions. This gives us some
confidence that the two-step procedure can be used to gain further
information on the robustness of this chapter's empirical results. Using
the two-step procedure, long bond and short-rate models were also
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Models were estimated with residuals from the eighth-order autoregres-
sive forecasting equations, as well as from multivariate models which
included the four lagged values ofa variable even ifit was significant only
at the 10 percent level (ratherthanthe 5 percent level as in the text). The
results were quite close to those reported here and the results again
appear robust to changes in the specification ofthe forecasting equation.
Because the Federal Reserve might have changed its reaction function
in the 1970s by paying more attention to monetary aggregates than it did
previously, it is possible thatthe results heremightsubstantiallychangeif
the 1970s areexcludedfrom thesampleperiod. Two-stepestimatesofthe
long bond and short-rate models over the sample period ending in the
1969:4quarterfail to supportthis conjecture. TheunanticipatedIPGand
11' coefficients remain similar to those in tables 5.A.5 and 5.A.6: for the
long bondmodel, the IPGcoefficients rangefrom - .36to - .46 andthe 11'
coefficients from -1.69 to -2.17; and for the short-rate model, the IPG
coefficients range from - .04 to .03 and the 11' coefficients from .37 to .57.
Similar conclusions about the relationship ofmoney growth and interest
rates result also from estimates using the shorter-sample periods. Forthe
long bond model, the unanticipated MIG coefficients are now negative,
ranging from - .26 to - .54 and the M2G coefficients range from .24 to
.79. For the short-rate model, the money growth coefficients remain
positive, with theMIG coefficients ranging from .11 to .20 and the M2G
coefficients from .03 to .12.
The most obvious choice for the monetary aggregate that is exoge-
nously determined by the Federal Reserve are not M1 and M2. As
becomes clearfrom such debates as those betweenAnderson andJordan
(1969) and De Leeuw and Kalchenbrenner (1969), other aggregates may
be a more sensible control variable for the Fed. If these aggregates are
more likely than M1 orM2 to be exogenous, their use in the models here
should give a clearer picture ofthe effect ofmonetary policy on interest
rates. For this reason, tables 5.A.5 and 5.A.6 also contain two-step
estimates of the models using the following additional variables:
MBG = growth rate of the monetary base (quarterly rate),
URG = growth rate of unborrowed reserves (quarterly rate),
UBG = growth rate of the unborrowed base (quarterly rate).
These variables are constructed analogously to MIG and M2G from the
same data source, and the specifications for the forecasting equations
were obtained with the same procedures used for MIG and M2G.
In some applications the monetary base has been chosen as the Fed's
controlvariable (e.g., seeAnderson andJordan1968), while in monetary
sectors ofthe large structuralmacroeconometric models such as the MPS
(see Modigliani 1974) unborrowed reserves are often the exogenous
control variable. On the other hand, the unborrowed base is the mone-109 Monetary Policy and Interest Rates
tary aggregate corresponding most closely \\lith open market operations.
All three of the monetary aggregates are thus worthy candidates to be
included in the long bond and short-rate mlodels.
The results from using alternative monetaryaggregates do notalterthe
conclusions or the relationship of monetary policy and interest rates. In
the long bond models, the coefficients for the alternative aggregates are
somewhat less positive than those for Ml or M2. They provide even less
supportfor the view that an increase in monetaryaggregates is associated
with a fall in long interest rates. The coefficients in the short-rate models
are almost always positive, and this is consistent with the results for Ml
and M2, that a surprise increase in the monetary aggregate is associated
with a rise in short rates.